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RESONANCE OF ODD ORDER* 

The stability of the trivial solution of an autonomous system of ordinary different- 
ial equations is investigated in the critical case of R pairs of pure imaginaryroots 
when odd-or&c multiple resonance is present. All possible cases of the presence of 
a third-order double resonance are examined for a canonic system. The stability 
problem for the relative equilibrium of a satellite on a circular orbit is analyzed 
as an example. 

1.. We consider the differential equation system 

x'= Ax i- x (x), x (0) = 0, x E E, (1.1) 

where A is a constant square matrix having only pure imaginary and distinct eigenvalues 
fio,(o,>O.s=l,...,n), x(z) is a holomorphic vector-valued function whose expansion in 

powers of Z begins with anmth-order form, m is an even number. We assume that system (1.1) 
has P-ple internal resonance of order (m-!-i), i.e., all possible resonance relations of the 
form 

Q-4 P,) =o, v = 1, . . ( !l (1.2) 
Q = (WY . . 3 WJ, PV = (p,t, . . . , pvJ, q < n 

IPVl=J$llJhjlz~, hem+1 

are fulfilled, where P, is an integral vector whose components do not contain a common factor. 
For definiteness we can tske it that the first nonzero component of vector P, is positive. 

The stability problem for the trivial solution of system (1.1) was investigated in /l-33/ 
in the presence of n-ple resonance (1.2) satisfying the condition 

PVj * s (-l)av+3jpvj 2 0. Y = 1. . . , p, f = I, . . . , q (1.3) 

for certain (Iv, fij taking value 1 or 2. Below we examine this same prcblemwithoutconstraints 

(1.3). A special case of such a problem was analyzed earlier in /4/. With the aidofaspecial 
nonlinear transformation taking (1.2) into account the System (1.1) in polar coordinates 
T,,(P‘(s=I,...,~) can be reduced to the normal form /S/ 

rr (r, (~1 - O(n r Il(*+l)Q), s J 1. . . . , n , Qvi (%7 i 09 if p-j+ = 0 

A corresponding model system is obtained from (1.4) when 

r, (r, cp) = 0, Pr cp) = O,s=l,...,n, v=1,..., p 

It is assumed that 

(1.4) 
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We denote (SBh is the Kronecker symbol) 

(4 - B) Q,sp ce,s, 
kg I 

fdk=i ,..., q-i, v,i=f,..., p 

Theorem 1. If the model system has a particular solution of the growing ray type 

rj s k$ (tf. b' = ZF", kj > 0, f c 1, , . . , p, e,* e g,w = const, v = 1, . * . ‘ p 
and 

det Ii A,, - z6*, 11 f 0, 2 = 1, 2, . . . 9 u, a = i, . . . , n $ p (u, 0 # q, . . . , n) 

then the trivial solution of equation5 system (1.1) is Liapunov-unstable. 
The proof is similar to that of the tieorem in /3/. In the general case Theorem 1 does 

not help us to obtain constructive cond.%tions for Liapunov-instability; however, in certain 
special cases (for instance, for a canonic system wi.tb third-order double resonancekhe theorem 
does yield the constructive conditions. 

2. We consider the canonic system 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

where H; is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 1, 6, takes the value 1 or 2, so that the 
quadratic form in (2.2) is indefinite; the linearizea system does not have multiple eigenvalu- 
es and relations (1.2) are fulfilled. With the aid of a polynomial canonic transformation 
taking (1.2) into account the Hamiltonian (2.2) in polar canonic variables can be reduced to 
the normal form 

I’= i Lrs + 2$ dvR,Q,’ (t%,+) + I’* (r, y) (2.3) 

6 @v*) = aV COS %* -i- bv sin $* = sin&*, a,? -j- b,t = 1, Qv’ = dQ JdO,.*, I’* (r, up) N 0 (11 r pm)/e) 

5, = (-f)6m06, P*j* = (-l)*&, v = 1,. . . , f.b i = f,. . . ,q, s= 1,. . * ,?a 

The model Hamiltonian is obtained from (2.31 when r* (r, @)E 0. Prom Theorem f follaWs 

Theorem 2. If the canonic system with the model Hamiltonian has a particular solution 

of the form 
rj = k,b (t), b’ = 2bk’P, kl > 0, j = 1, , . . , q 

+E* = (n/Z)sign At, 6 = 1, . . . , pp 

%i* ---f~~2)sien4, 9=po+1,...,p (O<po'6$p) 
and 

det ~lRw - J&6, I *Oo, 1 = 1, 2, . . . . 0, a = 1, . . . ,n + p fu, a# q, . . ., n) 
then the trivial solution of canonic system (2.1) is Liapunov-unstable. 

Here 
A,=j1&&,-26g,,, Afi,n+v=O 

(2.4) 
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1 

ue = 2, E = 1,. . . , p,, a, = 1, q = p. i_ 1, . . , p 

B,h=l,...,q-1, v,i=l,..., u 

Let Us asSUme that the canonic system (2.1) has a third-order double resonance and that 
among its resonance relations ifonlythereisatleastone strong (i.e., leading the zero solu- 
tion of the model system to instability /l/). We investigate the stability question in this 
caSe by using the results in /2/ and in the present paper; to be precise, we study the follow- 
ing stability properties of the trivial solution of canonic system (2.1) : instability in the 
second order because of the existence in the model system of particular solutions of the 
growing ray type of form 

ru=kub(t), b’=2bkl=, k,,>O, u=l,..., Fj 

To = 0, v=ci+l,...,q (o<q<q) 

&* = (x/2) sign At, 5 = 1, . 7 Pa 
$s* = -((n/2)signA,, n = kio-+ l,...,p 

(2.5) 

and of form (2.4); Liapunov-instability; stability in the second order with respect to a part 
of the variables. 

We set up a table in which we enter the results of the stability investigations (suffic- 
ient conditions) in all possible cases of the presence of a third-order double resonance in 
system (2.1). In the Table 1 the double resonance (1.2) has been represented by the matrices 

P* = 11 prj* (1 (v = I, 2; j = 1, . . . , q), A = 1 AL/A, 1 

in (2.3) Ai corresponds to the i -th resonance relation; 1 = 1,2,...; the asterisk in the 
table signifies that the Stability property specified holds for O<A (m; the dash signif- 
ies that other investigation methods are needed to study the stability property specified. 
If in the third-order double resonance (1.2) all resonance relations are weak, then the triv- 
ial solution of canonic system (2.1) is stable in the second order (see /2/j. 

Example. We consider the stability problem for the relative equilibrium of a satellite 

on a circular orbit /6,7/. We investigate the stability for parameter values corresponding 
to an intersection of the resonance curves 

es- q-j-ol=o, o,--2o,=o (2.6) 

in the region wherein only the necessary stability conditions are fulfilled in the plane St 
CIA. 8s B/A, where A,B,C are the satellite's principal central moments of inertia (see /7, 

2/). Computer calculations showed that the double resonance (2.6) is realized at the Point 
~=0.913888. ..,&,=0.833888. . By normalization the Hamiltonian of the problem being examinedcan 

be brought to form (2.31, where A =1.492993...<)/5: Since the double resonance (2.6) can be 
written a~ h3-&,-&= 0,X,+&=0, from the tabular results presented (see No.211 iC follows 
that the relative equilibrium of the satellite on the circular orbit is LiapurnX+Unstable at 
the point (So; 80) . 

Note. All the results obtained in /2/ remain valid for the multiple resonances (1.2) con- 
sidered in the present paper. We remark that the conditions in Theorams 1.2 and 2.2 of /2/ 
are only sufficient and not necessary. 

The author thanks V. V. Rumiantsev for critical observations on this Paper. 
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